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Abstract. ‘Complexity’ has several definitions in diverse fields. These measures are indicators of
some aspects of the nature of the signal. Such measures are used to analyse and classify signals and
as a signal diagnostics tool to distinguish between periodic, quasiperiodic, chaotic and random signals. Lempel–Ziv (LZ) complexity and approximate entropy (ApEn) are such popular complexity
measures that are widely used for characterizing biological signals also. In this paper, we compare
the utility of ApEn, LZ complexities and Shannon’s entropy in characterizing data from a nonlinear
chaotic map (logistic map). In this work, we show that LZ and ApEn complexity measures can characterize the data complexities correctly for data sequences as short as 20 in length while Shannon’s
entropy fails for length less than 50. In the case of noisy sequences with 10% uniform noise,
Shannon’s entropy works only for lengths greater than 200 while LZ and ApEn are successful
with sequences of lengths greater than 30 and 20, respectively.
Keywords. Complexity; Lempel–Ziv complexity; Shannon’s entropy; approximate entropy;
logistic map.
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1. Introduction
One of the major scientific advances made in the last century was the discovery that information content of a message can be objectively measured and quantified [1]. This measure
of information called the Shannon entropy (H (X)) plays a major role in both theoretical
and practical aspects of information theory. Entropy estimation is very useful because it
is a direct measure of the amount of compressibility that can be achieved for the given
sequence. As per Shannon’s lossless coding theorem [1], entropy H (X) gives the bound
on the maximum possible lossless compression that can be achieved by a lossless compression algorithm. A truly random sequence would have maximum entropy and would
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thus be incompressible. Entropy serves as a useful indicator of complexity of the dataset
(higher the complexity, lesser would be the compressibility).
Shannon’s entropy measure [1] is given by the following expression:
H (X) = −

M


pi log2 (pi ) bits/symbol,

(1)

i=1

where X is the symbolic sequence with M distinct symbols and pi is the probability of
the ith symbol for a blocksize of one. Blocksize refers to the number of input symbols
taken together to compute the probability mass function.
Entropy may be a good measure but it has several drawbacks as pointed out by Nagaraj
et al [2]. One major drawback is the need for long data sequences for accurate estimation
of entropy. To overcome this problem, various complexity measures like Lempel–Ziv
(LZ) [3], approximate entropy (ApEn) [4], effort to compress (ETC) [2] etc. have been
proposed in literature that can be used for data characterization and classification.
Automatic data classification and characterization find use in varied fields such as
bioinformatics, language and sequence recognition and authorship attribution [5,6]. Many
naturally occurring signals like heartbeat intervals and speech data are neither regular nor
completely random and may display various nonlinear behaviour including chaos [7,8].
Hence, a study of the effectiveness of complexity measures on synthetic chaotic and random data will give an insight regarding its usefulness in characterizing real-time signals.
In this regard, Mehran Talbinejad et al [9] and Pincus [10] have done a basic complexity
analysis of data from logistic map using LZ and ApEn complexities, respectively. They
have shown that LZ and ApEn can distinguish between data complexities for sequences of
different lengths but the analysis is done for data generated from logistic map using a single initial value. This finding is not enough to claim that the measures can distinguish data
of different complexities because different initial conditions will give rise to completely
different sequences. We analyse the problem with multiple values of initial conditions and
perform statistical hypothesis testing for differences in means to determine the minimum
sequence length at which correct identification is achieved, and compare the performance
of each method with that of Shannon’s entropy measure. We also include periodic and
random sets of data and check if the measures can distinguish them from the chaotic data.
2. Data classification and analysis
In the field of complexity analysis, automatic data classification deals with the ability of
the algorithms to identify the origin of a data sequence, given that it comes from a set
of known sequences. In this work, we deal with data sequences of different complexities
generated from the common logistic map y = ax(1 − x). Using different values of bifurcation parameter a (3.83, 3.9, 4), we obtain sequences of different complexities (ignoring
the first 100 iterates and considering data from iterate 101). A bifurcation parameter of
3.83 produces a periodic sequence while a = 3.9 and 4 give rise to chaotic sequences
with a = 4 displaying complete chaos. Along with these, a uniformly distributed random
sequence is also generated.
All the sequences produced consist of real numbers. While ApEn complexity measure
is calculated directly using these values, LZ and entropy calculation require that these be
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changed to symbols. Here we quantize the range of output values (0 to 1) into equalsized bins, assigning a symbol to each bin, thus converting the string of real numbers
into a symbolic sequence. This partitioning also affects the performance and the effect of
binning is shown in this work for two different bin sizes.
Having generated the different sequences of varying lengths, complexity measures are
applied and the results observed to see if there are marked differences in the calculated
complexity values. If a particular measure produces increasing complexity values for
bifurcation parameter a = 3.83, 3.9, 4 and random (in this order), then we say that the
measure can classify the dataset accurately.
3. Results and discussions
In this section, we present the results obtained by applying all the three complexity measures, namely, LZ, ApEn and entropy on the data generated from the logistic map. Four
sets of data sequences corresponding to a = 3.83, 3.9, 4 and random data of lengths 200,
100, 50, 20, 15 and 10 were generated and the three complexity measures were calculated
for each. This was repeated 50 times, with data being generated using 50 different initial
conditions chosen randomly. This generated 50 values of complexities for each dataset
for each of the data lengths.
Considering these 50 values as samples representing the corresponding complexity values of the original populations, we construct the interval plot of the mean showing 95%
confidence interval for the mean complexity values. Figures 1–6 show the same for data
lengths of 20 and 10 using four bins. From the figures, it can be seen that
(a) For data length of 20, the entropy measure cannot distinguish between weak and
strong chaos while LZ and ApEn values can do so.
(b) For data length of 10, all the three measures cannot distinguish between the complexities of different datasets. Entropy cannot differentiate between chaotic and random
sequences while ApEn and LZ cannot distinguish between weak and strong chaos.

Figure 1. 95% confidence interval for mean LZ complexity of 50 samples of length
20 using four bins.
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Figure 2. 95% confidence interval for mean ApEn complexity of 50 samples of length
20 using four bins.

Figure 3. 95% confidence interval for mean entropy complexity of 50 samples of
length 20 using four bins.

Figure 4. 95% confidence interval for mean LZ complexity of 50 samples of length
10 using four bins.
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Figure 5. 95% confidence interval for mean ApEn complexity of 50 samples of length
10 using four bins.

Figure 6. 95% confidence interval for mean entropy complexity of 50 samples of
length 10 using four bins.

A single-factor ANOVA with Tukey’s test for pairwise comparisons of means of the
different complexity values was also performed to verify the results presented above. Test
results of entropy for data length of 20, followed by the summary statistics for all the
cases are given hereafter.
• For data length of 20, a single-factor ANOVA between the mean entropy values of
the datasets showed a significant main effect (F3,196 = 77.04, P < 0.001). Post hoc
comparison with Tukey’s honest significant difference test revealed the following at
98.96% individual confidence levels:
(a) Mean entropy value of the random data was greater than the mean entropy
values of the periodic, strong and weak chaos datasets.
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Table 1. Summary of ANOVA and Tukey’s honest significant difference test results.

Data length
20
20
20
10
10
10

Complexity ANOVA results:
measure
F3,196
Entropy
LZ
ApEn
Entropy
LZ
ApEn

Tukey’s honest significant difference test results
Random > (Strong chaos  > Weak
Random > Strong chaos > Weak
Random > Strong chaos > Weak
(Random  > Strong chaos  > Weak
Random > (Strong chaos  > Weak
Random > (Strong chaos  > Weak

77.04
400.39
679.66
14.30
112.51
87.03

chaos) > Periodic
chaos > Periodic
chaos > Periodic
chaos) > Periodic
chaos) > Periodic
chaos) > Periodic

(b) Mean entropy value of the strong chaotic data was greater than the mean
entropy value of the periodic data but not greater than the mean entropy
value of the weak chaos dataset.
(c) Mean entropy value of the weak chaotic data was greater than the mean
entropy value of the periodic dataset.
Table 1 summarizes the test results. In all the cases, single-factor ANOVA tests showed
significant main effects (P < 0.001). Tukey’s honest significant difference test results for
pairwise comparison of means are reported at 98.96% individual confidence levels.
Table 2 gives an exhaustive account of all the test cases and the ability of the complexity
measures to distinguish between them. For data classification, a particular measure is said
to be successful only if it clearly distinguishes between all the datasets. Even if a single
pair of dataset is not being distinguished, the measure is marked as a failure. For data
lengths of 40 and 20, entropy measure cannot distinguish between weak and strong chaos
while for a smaller data length of 10, LZ and ApEn cannot distinguish between strong
and weak chaos while entropy fails not only for weak and strong chaotic data but also for
random datasets.
The earlier mentioned results hold for a bin size of four. When we use a two-bin
partition, ApEn results are not affected while the performance of LZ and entropy measures
degrade. LZ fails to work at lengths below 1500 while entropy fails below lengths of 1900,
indicating the effect of quantization on the performance of the complexity measure.
Table 2. Ability of complexity measures to distinguish between
periodic, weak chaotic, strong chaotic and random data for different
sets of sample data lengths at a significance level of 95% for a bin
size of four.
Data length
200
100
50
40
20
10
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ApEn

LZ

Entropy

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
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Table 3. Ability of complexity measures to distinguish between
periodic, weak chaotic, strong chaotic and random data for different
sets of sample data lengths at a significance level of 95% for a bin
size of four in the presence of 10% uniform random noise.
Data length
250
200
100
50
30
20

ApEn

LZ

Entropy

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
No
No
No
No
No

3.1 Effect of noise
To study the effect of noise on the system, we simulated uniform random noise by changing 10% of the data obtained from logistic map. 10% locations were chosen randomly
and each of the values in those locations was changed to a random value between 0 and 1.
This noisy sequence is used directly for ApEn analysis. For analysis with LZ and entropy
measures, this is quantized into equi-spaced bins and the performance was analysed.
Table 3 shows the performance analysis of the different measures under the noisy
conditions.
Entropy fails to distinguish between weak and strong chaos starting from length 200
onwards. For a length of 30, both LZ and entropy fail to distinguish between weak and
strong chaos while for a length of 20 all three fail to distinguish between weak and strong
chaotic data and entropy fails in the case of random dataset also.

4. Conclusions
Based on the sample data, at a 5% significance level (overall error rate) for the statistical
test, there is sufficient evidence to conclude that LZ, ApEn and Shannon’s entropy can
classify data into periodic, weakly chaotic, strongly chaotic and random for data lengths
greater than or equal to 50, while none of them are able to do so for lengths less than or
equal to 10. For data lengths between 10 and 50, LZ and ApEn are able to classify while
entropy measure fails. In the case of noisy sequences with 10% uniform noise, entropy
measure shows maximum performance degradation and is able to classify only for lengths
greater than 200, while LZ works for lengths greater than 30 and ApEn for lengths greater
than 20.
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